1. **Experience:** Student Volunteer with CARE – You socialize with the research animals/teaching animals used at the Cornell Vet School

2. **Animal Type:** Small animal (cats & dogs only)

3. **Location and Facility Type (i.e. hospital/private practice/research facility, etc):**
   a. Cornell Vet Research Tower

4. **Prior Experience Needed for Position:** no

5. **Time Commitment Needed for Position:** Flexible and up to you – Last year I did two hours a week, this semester I only do one hour a week.

6. **Experience/Facility Contact Info:** please list contact person name, number and/or email address

   Carol Barriere
   Cjb63@cornell.edu

7. **Would you recommend this experience?** Yes

8. **Further Comments**

   It’s easy and relaxing – you get to spend some time each week just playing with the cats and dogs, and lets you get a little more familiar with the vet school which is nice!